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INTRODUCTION
Influenza is induced by the influenza virus, which can be divided into type A, B and C according to the characteristics of nucleoprotein and matrix protein of the virus. 1 Among them influenza A virus is the most frequently seen virus with the highest virulence. 2 Influenza A causes both pandemics and epidemics. Humankind had suffered 3 times influenza pandemics induced by influenza A in 20 century, 3 which killed millions of people. A subtype that had never been reported was a disassociation from infectious patients in Mexico and identified as a novel type A H1N1 Influenza virus strain in April 2009, and subsequently this virus spread to more than 90 countries. [4] [5] [6] Diagnosis and treatment on influenza normally rely on the clinical experiences of doctors, which sometimes can lead to misdiagnosis and antibiotic abusage. Expected clinical symptoms and laboratory examinations are badly needed for the di-upper respiratory tract infection, acute bronchitis, pneumonia, bronchial asthma, chronic cor pulmonale and others.
Nasopharyngeal secretions swabs were prepared upon hospitalization or in the early morning on the next day from the patients. On-spot GICA rapid detection was carried out and paired serum samples in the acute stage and the convalescence stage were also collected (1 mL each; interval of 10-18 days). The frozen paired serum samples from the 73 cases were sent to the laboratory in Beijing Disease Prevention and Control Center at 4°C in different batches, and the HI was carried out to detect three kinds of subtypes of HI antibody of Influenza A (novel H1N1, seasonal H1N1 and seasonal H3N2) within 24 hours. The tests as mentioned above were approved by the ethics committee of the hospital.
Methods

GICA test
GICA-based Influenza virus A Rapid Test Kits (GICA) were developed by ASCLE BioEngineering Company (National Drug Approval #: S20063095, Beijing, China). This test is a double antibody sandwich immunoassay that includes core protein monoclonal antibody and colloidal gold-labeled core antigen monoclonal antibody. In this study, the tests were all performed according to the manufacturer's instructions, as follows: specimens were collected from the nasopharyngeal with sterile nasal swab, which was then fully pressed in a plastic pipe with diluents to solve the secretions. The solution was then dropped onto the test card, and the result was read after 15 minutes. If only the quality control line is a red color, the result is negative; if both the quality control line and the test line were red, the result is positive (Fig. 1) .
HI test
HI method was used to detect the HI antibodies in three kinds of influenza subtypes, namely novel H1N1, seasonal H1N1 and seasonal H3N2. The antigen virus strains (Influenza virus antigen A1/Tianjin Jinnan/15/2009, A/SiChuan/ agnosis of early influenza, which has important significance for controlling the spread of influenza 7 and reducing the hazards of diseases and antibiotic abusage. 8 Currently, use of the rapid influenza test is recommended by the World Health Organization. 9 Cell culture, PCR and hemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay in serological detection have been well received as the "golden criteria" for confirming the infection of influenza virus. However, these methods are time and labor consuming, the requirements on technical conditions are high and thus not suitable for fundamental hospitals. 10 Colloidal gold immunochromatographic assay (GICA) with membrane as the solid carrier is a kind of in vitro diagnostic technique that has been developed in recent years, this method has been used in the diagnosis of clinical diseases due to its convenience. 11, 12 Currently, there are several commercial influenza rapid diagnostic test kits available on the market, such as Binax NOW FluA and Flu B, Directigen Flu A , Flu OIA and QuickVue Influenza Test. However, all of these kits are relatively expensive and difficult to be widely used in resource-limited countries where the threat of influenza epidemic is generally greater and rapid tests are needed the most. 13 Recently, a rapid influenza A virus test based on GICA assay was developed by ASCLE BioEngineering Company. The cost of this test is only a quarter of the currently available commercial influenza rapid testing kits. In a previous study, we compare the GICA kit result with the RT-PCR and viral culture, it showed that the consistency between the GICA test and virus culture assay is moderate, in reference to RT-PCR, GICA test demonstrated considerable high sensitivity (74%) and specificity (86%), with Kappa value being 0.61 and overall accuracy of 81%. 13 In this study, we compared the result of GICA kit made by ASCLE BioEngineering, Inc. with serum hemagglutination inhibition antibody (HI antibody) because HI tests have been important for the epidemiological surveillance of influenza virus and has been received well by the scientific community. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS Subjects
RESULTS
There were 73 patients enrolled in this study. Among them, 41 patients were male, 32 were female, mean age was 61.79 years (SDs 21.19).
GICA test
The nasopharyngeal secretions swab samples from 73 patients showing influenza like symptoms were subjected to rapid detection on Influenza A using the GICA method, 12 cases were positive, the positive rate was 16.4% (12/73). The positive patients included the following diagnoses: pneumonia (n=5), pneumocardial disease (n=4), lung cancer (n=1), interstitial pneumonia (n=1), asthmatic bronchitis (n=1). The positive influenza patients were identified mainly during the September, October of 2009 (Table 1) .
HI test
Twelve of the 73 patients show paired serum antibody level increased ≥4 times with half of them being novel H1N1 positive. Twenty-seven of the 73 patients show paired serum antibody level increased 2 times and most of them had season influenza (Table 2) .
Comparisons in the positive results by GICA method and HI test
The 73 patients were subjected to rapid detection on Influenza A by using GICA method and paired serum antibody method, and the detection results from the two kinds of methods were subjected to McNemar 2 test, p=1.000. The difference was not statistically significant. Consistency was checked using two kinds of methods: the Kappa value=0.402, indicating relatively good consistency. The results are shown in Table 3 .
Evaluation indexes for diagnostic and detection data
Compared with the positive results in paired serum antibody, the sensitivity for rapid detection by using GICA was 50.0% and the specificity was 90.2%, the positive predict value was 50%, the negative predict value was 90.2% and the Youden index was 0.40.
DISCUSSION
The comparison of the GICA method and paired serum antibody method showed that the consistency of these two SW1/2009, A3/Fujian Tongan/196/2009) and the materials for HI methods were all provided by Beijing Disease Prevention and Control Center. Antibodies at no lower than 1 : 40 were considered protective, the quotient in paired serum antibody level the convalescence stage/the acute stage of no lower than four times was considered as a positive result (golden criteria), and the result with the antibody level lower than 1 : 10 were replaced by 1 : 5.
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Statistical method
A database was established and statistical analysis was performed using SPSS for Windows 15.0. The Kappa value was calculated and consistency checking was carried out on the two kinds of methods. Chi-squared tests were carried out on the matched-pairs design, and sensitivity, specificity, positive predict value, negative predict value and Youden index of GICA method was calculated. Chi-squared tests were carried out on the numeration data. 
